
Overview

Distributed hydrophone arrays for leak detection.

This project is transferring technology developed for ocean monitoring into the context of smart water 

management. More specifically, this project is showing the capability for sonar arrays and supporting 

signal processing software to detect and locate leaks in water distribution networks. The approach is 

scalable both in terms of coverage and costs as all aspects of technology can be mass produced.

Sonar arrays are a type of distributed acoustic sensor. Essentially, they consist in a number of 

hydrophones (underwater microphones) distributed in space. Due to their spatial distribution, each 

hydrophone receives the acoustic signal from a given sound source (e.g. a ship or a submarine) at a 

slightly different time. The analysis of these time differences allows the system as a whole to triangulate 

the position of the source to great accuracy. The same principle can be used to predict the position of 

a leak detected along water mains if a linear sonar array is inserted. Such an array has been developed 

recently by Thales Underwater Systems (Rydalmere, Sydney) in collaboration with Zedelef (Waterloo, 

Sydney) and UNSW. This sonar array uses optical technology and was recently successfully tested at 

Sydney Water’s test pipe in Strathfield, Sydney.

Progress

This project allows for a novel leak detection based on acoustic multi-channel systems. The existing 

sonar array has been tested within the Sydney Water test pipe to better understand it capabilities and 

restrictions in the context of leak detection. This will now inform both the improvement that can be 

made on the existing sonar array for both software and hardware and the overall design of tailor-made 

arrays that would form viable products.
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Figure 1: The array being inserted in the pipe

Figure 2: The array in the pipe
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Figure 3: Signals showing leaks

The technology

Given that first completed field trials have occurred the post processing of gathered data will help to:

• Determine the exact requirements related to leak detection and their implication on the proposed 

approach in terms of performance, scalability, architecture and costs.

• Evaluate the performance of existing hydrophone array for the purpose of leak detection.

• Improve the performance of the existing hydrophone arrays for the purpose of leak detection.

• Deliver a General System Design (GSD) for the next generation array tailored to Sydney Water 

requirements.

The project will embark on improvements of existing sonar array. The current array has been designed 

as a demonstrator system for the specific application of underwater surveillance. Needless to say, the 

acoustic signature of ships and submarines are distinct from those of water leaks and it is envisaged 

that optimised leak detection within pipes will require changes to the system likely including hardware 

type, configuration and software design, as well as gathering large amounts of reference data from 

insertion into pipes of different types, location and conditions to acoustically characterise different types 

of pipe background noise condition and leak data.
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Some of these cannot be addressed in the context of this project (e.g. hydrophone sensitivity) but 

others such as the feasibility of optimising signal acquisition and processing can be investigated 

utilising the trial data generated.

Synthesis of data analysis, economic and technical requirements will be undertaken to form the GSD 

of new viable products. This will yield the preliminary specification, both hardware and software, of a 

leak detection system that will suit Sydney Water requirements and provide the basis of a commercially 

viable product for all parties involved.

Figure 4: Principle of operation

Zedelef’s transducers transform a conventional electrical-based sonar array into a passive, optical 

network - making it smaller and lighter. Our transducer is an electro-optic variable reflector with a very 

high dynamic range and linearity. This device converts electrical signals, (as low as a few microvolts 

to volts), into optical. This transformation happens linearly and passively, with no requirement of 

external power. The image presents: (Left) a schematic of our unique transducer in operation where the 

reflectivity is dependent on applied voltage without any power; (Centre) a photograph of the packaged 

fibre optic transducer and (Right): the 1:1 linear relationship of the output signal enables a simple and 

direct reading without any need for adjustments.

Key take away

A world’s first, this project has adapted ocean monitoring technology into the context of smart water 

management. Tests carried out in a Sydney Water testbed have shown that ocean grade fibre optics 

and sonar hydrophone arrays - using triangulation and scenario matched signal processing software - 

can intelligently detect and locate leaks in large water mains.

The project should provide a rapid, practical and economical method to inspect large water networks.
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The NSW Smart Sensing Network brings together smart sensing expertise in academia, 
industry and government to develop a strong, collaborative and innovative network that will 
deliver economic and social benefits for New South Wales. 

Proudly funded by NSW Government.
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